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Dear Members, 
 
Mass-market floral departments make an important and increasing contribution to both individual 
store and overall chain performance. Beyond the numbers, floral offerings help retailers engage with 
customers at an emotional level with beautiful, multisensory products that connect shoppers to 
their loved ones and friends. 

Before the mass-market floral industry can move forward to grow its business in a meaningful way, 
it has to know where it is today. Our floral departments haven’t had the benchmarking and business 
information tools that other store departments have enjoyed for years. Our associations joined forces 
to sponsor this research to benefit our respective members across the mass-market floral supply chain. 
We commissioned the floral industry experts at Prince & Prince, Inc. to design and conduct the survey, 
and to compile and analyze the findings.

The research findings documented in this report provide a comprehensive industry snapshot— 
more accurately, a photo album—of today’s mass-market floral retail business. These findings are:

•   Recent. Our survey was fielded in 2015 and the findings analyzed this year. The last time 
similar data was collected was in 2003, and much has changed in the industry since then. 

•   Reflective of today’s industry. Respondents to our survey represent nearly 15,000 stores 
and nearly $3 billion in floral product sales, including chains, independents, clubs and 
other mass marketers, as well as wholesalers.

•   Relevant to the entire mass-market floral supply chain, from growers to retailers, as well as 
intermediates and service providers along the way. 

This report outlines a number of business growth opportunities for our supply chain. Equally important, 
we expect that each of you will find learnings here that can help you focus and grow your mass-market 
floral business for the future. 
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Produce Marketing Association 
Founded in 1949, the Produce Marketing Association (PMA) is a not-for-profit trade association serving 
nearly 3,000 members, in 45 countries, who represent the full supply chains for the produce and floral 
industries, spanning fresh fruits, vegetables, floral, and related products and services worldwide. Its 
members are involved in production, distribution, retail and foodservice sectors. 

PMA’s core purpose is “to connect, to inform and to deliver business solutions that enhance members’ 
prosperity.” To accomplish this, PMA brings together buyers and sellers; provides marketing, education 
and information programs; anticipates and manages marketing issues likely to affect its members; 
and anticipates and monitors production and food safety issues. PMA seeks to ultimately become 
indispensable to the global produce and floral industries. For more information, visit pma.com.

The Food Marketing Institute 
The Food Marketing Institute (FMI) proudly advocates on behalf of the food retail industry. FMI’s U.S. 
members operate nearly 40,000 retail food stores and 25,000 pharmacies, representing a combined 
annual sales volume of almost $770 billion. Through programs in public affairs, food safety, research, 
education and industry relations, FMI offers resources and provides valuable benefits to more than 
1,225 food retail and wholesale member companies in the U.S. and around the world. FMI membership 
covers the full spectrum of diverse venues where food is sold, including single-owner grocery stores, 
large multi-store supermarket chains and mixed-retail stores. For more information on FMI and the FMI 
Foundation, visit fmi.org and fmifoundation.org.

Prince & Prince, Inc. 
Drs. Tom and Tim Prince, formerly of the Ohio State University, are cofounders of Prince & Prince, Inc., a 
leading marketing research specialist in the horticulture industry. The company provides marketing and 
management information to the floral industry through survey research, analysis and general consulting. 
Prince & Prince has conducted more than 75 major market studies for the horticultural and floral-related 
industries in the U.S., Canada, Holland, Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom. The brothers have 
consulted professionally with floral growers, wholesale florists, horticultural suppliers, floral importers, 
retail florists, floral mass marketers and floral industry associations. 

Copyright 2016 by Produce Marketing Association and Food Marketing Institute 
All rights reserved. This publication may not be reproduced, stored in any information or retrieval system, or transmitted in whole or 
part, in form or by any means, electronic, “cloud,” mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the written permission of 
Produce Marketing Association and the Food Marketing Institute.
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Methodology

Survey research methodology was used to collect the market data. The data from the 32 returned 
questionnaires were tabulated and assembled in a database. Descriptive statistics, including means 
(averages), medians, sums and frequency distributions, as well as bivariate statistics (one metric crossed 
with another), including standard cross-tabulations (using chi-square tests to qualify the significance 
of relationships) and analysis of variance techniques (qualifying significant differences among buyer 
groups), were performed. The purpose of these analyses was to summarize the survey data and explore 
the relationships inherent in the survey data, in order to bring the most significant findings to light.

In many of the data tables of this report, a statistical test called “Analysis of Variance” was used to qualify 
the significance of difference in the trend measures across buyer segmentation groups. Our statistical 
tests focused on defining the significance of the trend among buyer groups. In the data tables, we 
indicate significant difference across segmentation groups with a single asterisk (*). 

The research represents buying decisions for nearly 15,000 stores and nearly $3 billion in floral product 
sales. The respondents represent broad business sectors involved in floral mass-marketing, including 
chain supermarkets, independent supermarkets, other mass marketers (including super-discounters 
and wholesale clubs) and grocery/service wholesalers. Given the ample floral sales representation of the 
survey, the broad sector representation of the respondents and the large number of stores represented, 
the survey findings in this report are generally reflective of the perspectives and practices of floral 
buyers in the U.S. mass-market floral industry.

The mix of mass-market businesses and the characteristics of the floral buyers responding to the survey 
in 2015 were similar to 2003, so it can be assumed that any survey differences in floral operations and 
buyer behaviors can be attributed to changes in the mass-market floral industry over time and NOT 
due to fluctuations in the composition of the survey samples across the two survey periods. The 32 
respondents represent experienced, top-level buyers throughout the U.S., positioned at headquarters. 
Every region of the U.S. is represented and no region is dominant in the survey sample. Two-thirds of the 
respondents represented chain supermarkets. 
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Definitions: 
In the tables throughout this report, a number in parentheses indicates the number of respondents 
who gave that answer. 

Segmentation: 
 
Type of supermarket

•   Chain supermarket – Retail outlets that share a brand or central management, usually with 
standardized business practices

•   Independent supermarket – Small stores with limited locations, privately owned by an 
individual, family or partnership

•   Grocery service/wholesalers – Provide product to licensed, franchised and affiliated stores

•   Mass marketers – Focused on high sales and low prices 

Size of supermarket

•   Small-sized operations – 1–50 stores

•   Moderate-sized operations – 51–299 stores 

•   Large-sized operations – Over 300 stores 

Service model of supermarket

•   Primarily full-service operations – 75% or more of total company stores offering full service

•   Mixed-mode service operations – Largely limited service with neither full- nor self-service 
stores dominant

•   Primarily self-service – 75% or more of total company stores offering self-service

Disclaimer: While Prince & Prince makes every effort to provide accurate market information in this 
reporting, and attempts to convey this market information fairly and accurately to the reader, there is no 
claim made, implied or otherwise, that the use and/or interpretation of this market information will in 
any way lead to business success.
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1. Market Consolidation

Supermarkets experienced major consolidation and structural change through mergers, acquisitions, 
divestitures and internal growth in the mid-to-late 1990s. This vigorous consolidation slowed throughout 
the following decade and rose in 2012 and 2013, according to the USDA. Supermarket mergers and 
acquisitions were slightly higher in 2013 than in 2012, and the 2013 mergers and acquisitions were at their 
highest level since 2007. PMA and FMI’s research reflects this consolidation. In 2003, nearly one-half of 
respondents represented operations with 50 or fewer stores, and less than 20% represented operations with 
300 or more stores. In 2015, about one-quarter of respondents represented operations with 50 or fewer 
stores, while 28% represented operations with 300 or more stores. 

2. Service Level

There is a movement toward full-service operations in the retail environment among chain supermarkets, 
independent supermarkets and grocery/service wholesalers—at all chain-size groups (Table 1). However, 
discounters and super-discounters are employing self-service operations. This market structure provides 
opportunities for greater product/service differentiation among competing floral businesses.

Table 1: Categorized Service Levels of the Mass-Market Floral Industry, 2015 and 2013* 

PMA and FMI’s research indicates the movement toward full-service experienced a double-digit 
percentage increase from 2003 to 2015. Self-service stores declined from 39% in 2003 to 26% in 2015. 
The percentage of stores with limited service remained unchanged at 23% (Figure 1).

 2015 2003 

Primarily Full-Service Stores 32%  25% 

Mixed-Mode Service Stores 58% 56% 

Primarily Self-Service Stores 10% 19% 

All Service Levels 100% 100%

*Seventy-five percent or more of stores with designated service level.
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Making the transition to full service requires a dedicated staff 
member who is responsible for overseeing the department and 
one or more part-time employees who can take care of many of the 
basics, according to Texas A&M. Personnel must be knowledgeable 
and trained in handling floral tasks, including various plant-care 
requirements and effective customer service skills such as selling 
and working with customers. Full-service programs often include 
custom designs for events such as weddings, birthdays, anniversaries, 
graduations and funerals.

Becoming a full-service floral department requires a strong 
commitment to customer service (Texas A&M). The average rate in 
2015 for a florist employed by a retail supermarket was $11.35 per 
hour, according to payscale.com. 

3. Economic Metrics

Floriculture is an international, multibillion-dollar industry that includes the production of bedding and 
garden plants, foliage plants, potted flowering plants, cut flowers, cut cultivated greens and floriculture 
materials. Floriculture item sales at all retail outlets in the U.S. totaled $31.3 billion in 2015, according 
to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis Personal Consumption Expenditures (2016). There were 
roughly 43,200 supermarkets, florists and mass merchandiser outlets that sold flowers in 2013. Of these 
outlets, supermarkets made up approximately 48%, followed by florists, which made up roughly 35% 
(Euromonitor International, Overview of the U.S. Floral Market).

According to PMA and FMI’s research, mass-market floral sales on a per-store basis averaged $225,000 
in 2015. Sales growth was modest yet healthy, as respondents reported year-over-year sales growth 
registered 5.6% on average. The average value of a floral transaction was $12.55 in 2015, and the average 

“footprint” of a floral operation was nearly 580 square feet. On average, a mass-market floral operation 
generates about 1.5% of total store sales. Ninety-eight percent of buyers predicted sales increases over 
the next 3–5 years (Table 2).

The survey also collected average gross margin on floral sales, labor costs (excluding benefits) as a 
percentage of floral sales and an estimate of “floral shrink” (as a percentage of total fresh floral sales). 
Across the industry, floral buyers reported healthy margins, with gross margins on floral sales averaging 

  Full Service 

  Self Service 

  Limited Service

Figure 1: Service Level of 
Mass-Market Floral Industry

49%
26%

23%
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44% in 2015, up from 42% in 2003. However, labor costs of floral operations averaged 18%, up from 16% 
in 2003. Floral shrink registered 11% on average (Table 2).

The collection of gross margin, labor costs and shrink allowed for the estimation of “contribution margin” 
for floral operations (gross margin minus labor costs minus floral shrink). This is a measure of the total 
earnings available to pay for fixed operational expenses and to generate a profit. Across the mass-
market floral industry, contribution margin registered 15% on average (Table 2).

Table 2: Floral Economic Metrics, 2015 and 2003

Segmentation by Business Type and Number of Stores 
Many of the economic metrics in the buyer survey varied significantly by business type and number of 
stores. While independent supermarkets and those chains with fewer than 50 stores averaged more in 
annual floral sales, supermarket chains and those with more than 50 stores achieved greater year-over-
year sales growth. Independent supermarkets and those with fewer than 50 stores had smaller square 
footage for floral and averaged higher floral transactions than supermarket chains (Table 3, Table 4).

Metric 2015 Mean 2015 Median 2003 Mean 

Average floral sales per store $223,078  $149,500  $188,000  

Year-over-year floral sales growth (%) 5.60% 6.00% N/A 

Floral sales as % of total store sales 1.40% 1.00% 2.20% 

Average square footage for floral 579 600 565 

Average value of floral transaction $12.56  $12.00  N/A 

Gross margin (% of sales) 44% 47% 42% 

Labor costs (% of sales) 18% 18% 16% 

Floral shrink (% of floral sales) 11% 10% N/A 

Contribution estimate (% of sales)* 15% 18% N/A

*Computed as gross margin minus labor costs minus floral shrink.
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Table 3: Floral Economic Metrics by Type of Business, 2015

Table 4: Floral Economic Metrics by Number of Stores, 2015

Average floral sales per store* $229,650  $294,000  $83,000 $124,500 $223,078  

Year-over-year floral sales growth (%)* 5.6% 3% 9.7% 5% 5.6% 

Floral sales as % of total store sales* 1% 3.4% 1.7% 0.9% 1.4% 

Average store square footage for floral* 619 533 767 62 579 

Average value of floral transaction $12.21  $13.98 N/A N/A $12.56 

 

Gross margin (% of sales)* 47% 46% 39% 25% 44% 

Labor costs (% of sales) 18% 21% 16% N/A 18% 

Floral shrink (% of floral sales)* 10% 10% 14% 13% 11% 

Contribution estimate (% of sales) 20% 15% N/A N/A 15%

*Denotes statistically significant differences among groups.

Chain 
Supermarkets 

Independent 
Supermarkets 

Grocery/Service 
Wholesalers

Other Mass 
Marketers

OverallMetric

Average floral sales per store* $277,389  $178,286 $238,444 $223,078  

Year-over-year floral sales growth (%)* 4.0% 7.2% 4.7% 5.6% 

Floral sales as % of total store sales* 2.6% 1.1% 0.9% 1.4% 

Average store square footage for floral* 564 659 466  579 

Average value of floral transaction $14.01  $11.65 $12.63  $12.56 

 

Gross margin (% of sales)* 49% 42% 44%  44% 

Labor costs (% of sales) 17% 19% 17%  18% 

Floral shrink (% of floral sales)* 10% 10% 11%  11% 

Contribution estimate (% of sales) 21% 14% 16%  15%

*Denotes statistically significant differences among groups.

50 or less 51–299 300 or more OverallMetric
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Segmentation by Service Level 
Year-over-year sales growth trended somewhat higher for those operations with mixed-mode service 
compared to those with primarily full- or self-service operations, suggesting that the mixed-mode floral 
operators may be better at tailoring their store service levels to individual market requirements. This 
demonstrates that although there is a movement toward full-service operations, retailers should first 
determine the market needs of their consumers at store level.

Full-service operations are performing strongly in floral sales and transaction values, and contained labor 
and floral shrink costs. This was not the story in 2003, when self-service floral operations outperformed 
both full-service and mixed-mode operations. Over the past decade, there has been an economic 
paradigm shift, with full-service floral showing a higher economic contribution in retail than self-service 
operations.

Surprisingly, the average value of a floral transaction did not differ significantly among the three service 
levels. As might be expected, self-service operations reported the lowest transaction value at nearly 
$11, followed by the mixed-mode operations at $11.60 and the full-service operations at just over 
$13. The relatively narrow range in average transaction values across the three service levels suggests 
opportunity for floral price-point expansion to higher valuations, especially for full-service operations. 
Gross margins and floral shrink metrics varied significantly by service level. Full-service operations 
registered the highest gross margins at 50%, and self-service operations reported the highest levels of 
floral shrink (14%) (Table 5).

Table 5: Floral Economic Metrics by Service Level, 2015

Average floral sales per store* $125,500 $212,139 $279,700 $223,078  

Year-over-year floral sales growth (%)* 4.0% 6.3% 5.2% 5.6% 

Floral sales as % of total store sales* 0.3% 1.2% 2.3% 1.4% 

Average store square footage for floral* 564 659 466  579 

Average value of floral transaction $10.85  $11.57 $13.08  $12.56 

 

Gross margin (% of sales)* 38% 42% 50%  44% 

Labor costs (% of sales) N/A 18% 19%  18% 

Floral shrink (% of floral sales)* 14% 10% 11%  11% 

Contribution estimate (% of sales) N/A 16% 20%  15%

*Denotes statistically significant differences among groups.

Primarily 
Self-Service 

Mixed-Mode 
Service 

Primarily 
Full-Service 

OverallMetric
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4. Types of Sales

Buyers identified the percentage of current total sales in the following categories: in-store, website, 
holiday, impulse, wedding and sympathy (funeral). As expected, in-store sales were dominant. Impulse 
sales were slightly over 40% of total sales and ranked highest across the four types of businesses. Holiday 
sales were just over 30%. This exemplifies the floral mass-market industry’s primary focus on impulse 
floral sales and holiday floral sales. To date, website sales, wedding and sympathy have not contributed 
any substantial portion to overall mass-market floral sales (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Sales Categories - Current Type of Floral Sales

 

Key differences across the sales categories are expressed by those with primarily self-service floral 
operations. They reported the highest levels for impulse sales (68%) and holiday sales (33%), with 
impulse sales being more than double holiday sales. 

Table 6: Type of Floral Sales by Service Level, 2015

In-Store

Impulse

Holiday

Wedding

Sympathy

Website

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

2%

3%

4%

31%

42%

68%

In-Store Sales 70% 61% 80%  68%  

Website Sales* 5% 2% 3%  2% 

Holiday Sales 33% 32% 28%  31% 

Impulse Sales* 68% 36% 44%  42% 

Wedding Sales* 6%  2% 5%  4% 

Sympathy Sales 2% 42% 4%  3%

*Denotes statistically significant differences among groups.

Primarily Self- 
Service 

Mixed-Mode 
Service 

Primarily Full- 
Service 

Overall
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Respondents were also asked to select those sales categories that they intend to emphasize over the 
next year. Although buyers often express a need to expand everyday floral sales, nearly 70% of buyers 
indicated that holiday sales will be their priority over the next year. Holiday sales were followed closely 
by impulse sales. The findings suggest that the mass-market floral industry views opportunity in holiday 
sales (e.g., Christmas, Valentine’s Day, Easter, Mother’s Day, etc.) as much as impulse sales (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Types of Floral Sales to Be Emphasized Over the Next Year

(Occasion sales are anniversaries, birthdays, etc.)

Holidays represent the majority of retail sales in the U.S., with Christmas and Hanukkah accounting for 
the largest percentage of all holiday flower sales (30%, or about $2.28 billion, and around a quarter of 
all cut flowers sold in a year). The majority of retail sales during this holiday are poinsettias. Between 70 
million and 80 million poinsettias are sold during the Christmas holiday in the United States 
(theafterhoursflowers.com; CEDRICH).

Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day command 25% of the holiday market share, with close to $1.9 billion 
worth of cut flowers sold in the lead-up to each of them (Table 7). Sixty-nine percent of all Mother’s Day 
gifts in the U.S. are flowers (smartasset.com).

Holiday

Impulse

Wedding

In-Store

Website

Occasion Sales

Sympathy

Wire-Order

Fundraising

B to B

Telephone

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

3%

6%

9%

9%

22%

28%

38%

44%

44%

66%

69%
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Table 7: Percent of Sales Each Holiday Represents of Total Holiday Sales in 2015

5. Product Mix

The International Trade Centre (ITC) reports that the tonnage of cut flowers imported by the U.S. 
increased 1% from 2011 to 2015 and 13% in US$ value. The imports of ornamental plants are not 
captured in tonnage by ITC, but they increased 15% in US$ value during the same period. The growth 
in the value of plants being imported into the U.S. is not equating to a changing product mix in mass-
market retail, where cut flowers still make up the majority of their product mix. 

According to Retail Feedback Group research, 89% of supermarket shoppers are satisfied or very satisfied with 
the floral items they purchased in supermarkets. The top floral products purchased by supermarket shoppers are: 
 
Table 8: Top Floral Products Purchased by Supermarket Shoppers

Key floral purchasing trends evolved over the past decade that impacted both floral buyers and vendors. 
For 2015 our research indicates that bouquets held the lead floral position with 29% of total floral 
sales, followed by roses (16%), consumer bunches (14%) and all other cut flowers and greens (15%). 
Collectively, all unarranged cut flowers comprised about three-fourths of total floral sales in 2015, up 

Floral product Percent of Supermarket Shoppers (N=123)  
Cut flowers 79% 
Flower bouquets 73% 
Flower arrangements 30% 
Green plants 28% 
Wildflowers 24% 
Flowering/bedding plants 21% 
Exotic or tropical flowers 20%

Source: Retail Feedback Group Generations Floral Shopping Study 2015

Holiday Ranking* Transactions Dollar Volume 
Christmas/Hanukkah 30%  30% 
Mother's Day 24% 25% 
Valentine's Day 20% 25% 
Easter/Passover 13% 10% 
Thanksgiving 6% 5%

* Based on consumer purchases of fresh flowers and plants for holidays at all outlets. 
Source: Aboutflowers.com
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about 20 percentage points from 2003. These product mix statistics reflect the strong sales growth and 
dominance that floral bouquets, roses and consumer bunches have made on the entire mass-market 
floral industry over the past decade (Table 9).

The potted plant and bedding/perennial category witnessed major declines over the past decade, from 
31% in 2003 to 12% in 2015. The presence of potted flowering plants and bedding plants/perennials in 
mass-market operations is now roughly one-half of what they were about a decade ago. And potted 
foliage declined from 10% of total sales in 2003 to about 2% in 2015. The key dynamic in floral product 
emphasis over the past decade is a resurgence in floral arrangements, and a pullback in flowering and 
foliage plants and single-stem cut-flower merchandising (Table 9).

Table 9: Mass-Market Floral Product Mix Profile, 2015 and 2003

 2015 2003 
Bouquets 29%  35% 
Roses 16% N/A 
Bunches 14% N/A 
Other Cut Flowers/Greens 15% 19% 

        All Unarranged Cut Flowers 74% 54%

In-Store Arrangements  5% N/A 
Premade Arrangements  3%   6% 

        All Arranged Cut Flowers  8%  6%

Potted Flowering Plants  7% 15% 
Potted Foliage  2% 10% 
Bedding Plants/Perennials  3%  6% 

        All Potted and Bedding/Perennials 12% 31%

Gift/Food Baskets  1%  3% 
Balloons  2% N/A 
Plush (Animals, etc.) 0.1% N/A 
Hardline Goods  1% N/A 
All Other  2%  5% 

        All Non-Perishables 6.1%  8%
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Table 10: Top Four Products by Business Type

Table 11: Top Four Products by Service Level

Buyers were presented with a list of floral products and offerings, and asked to select those sales 
categories that they intend to emphasize over the next year. Somewhat unexpected in the ranking was 
the relatively high scoring for arrangements, which likely reflects the industry emphasis on holiday sales, 
and the shift in service levels to more full-service. Respondents also emphasized flowering plants, which 
represents an opportunity for growth in the potted segment (Figure 4).

Self service Mixed-mode service Full service 

Bouquets Bouquets Bouquets 

Bunches Roses Other cut flowers 

Roses Bunches Roses 

Other cut flowers Potted flowering plants Bunches

Chain  Independent Grocery/Service Other Mass 
Supermarkets Supermarkets Wholesale Marketers 

Bouquets Bouquets Bouquets Bouquets 

Roses Roses Premade arrangements Roses 

Other cut flowers Premade arrangements Bunches Other cut flowers 

Potted flowering plants In-store arrangements Roses Bunches
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Figure 4: Products to Be Emphasized Over the Next Year

Table 12: Top Products to Be Emphasized Over the Next Year by Type of Business

Table 13: Top Products to Be Emphasized Over the Next Year by Size of Business

Chain  Independent Grocery/Service Other Mass 
Supermarkets Supermarkets Wholesale Marketers 

Roses Bouquets Balloons Roses 

Arrangements Arrangements Unusual flowers – 

Bouquets Unusual flowers Bedding –

50 or less 51 to 299 300 or more 

Bouquets Consumer bunches Roses 

Arrangements Bedding Gift baskets 

Unusual flowers Foliage –

Roses

Arrangements

Bouquets

Balloons

Flowering Plants

Consumer Bunches

Unusual Flowers

Bedding Plants/Perennials

Hardline Goods

Foliage Plants

Dish Gardens

Gift/Food Baskets

Organic Flowers

Plush

Single Stems

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

59%

56%

56%

44%

44%

41%

31%

31%

25%

22%

22%

16%

16%

16%

6%
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6. Number of SKUs in Floral Categories

The product categories with the highest number of SKUs are balloons, hardline goods, bedding/
perennials, in-store arrangements and bunches. It appears there has been a streamlining in the number 
of SKUs for 2015 compared to 2003, with the largest declines in SKUs registered for flowering plants, 
potted foliage and bedding/perennial plants (Table 14).

Table 14: SKUs by Product Category

Table 15: Highest Number of SKUs by Type of Business

Not depicted in a table but evident in the research, self-service operations generally have the most 
streamlined product offerings, except for the potted plant categories, where these operations show 
higher numbers of SKUs. Those with mixed-mode service generally show the highest number of SKUs 
across most product categories.

The research also revealed that the smallest-sized operations show the relative highest number of 
SKUs for bouquets and plush, and the relative lowest for bedding/perennial plants. Moderate-sized 

 Transactions Dollar Volume 
Balloons 193 – 
Hardline goods 46 – 
Bedding/perennials 40 78 
In-store arrangements 36 – 
Bunches 29 – 
Other cut flowers 19 28 
Flowering plants  19 35 
Bouquets 16 21 
Plush 13 – 
Potted foliage 12 20 
Gift/food baskets 9 15 
Premade arrangements 7 10 
Roses 6 – 
Other non-perishables 19 53

Chain  Independent Grocery/Service  
Supermarkets Supermarkets Wholesale  

In-store arrangements Bouquets Premade arrangements 

Consumer bunches Potted flowering plants Bedding/perennials 

Other cut flowers Plush –
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operations with 51 to 299 stores have the relative highest number of SKUs for premade and in-store 
arrangements, as well as for hardline goods. The largest-sized operations have the relative highest 
number of SKUs for consumer bunches, other cut flowers, potted flowering and foliage plants, bedding/
perennial plants, gift/food baskets, balloons, and other non-perishables/accessories. 

7. Operational Emphasis

The top 10 operational areas most emphasized by floral buyers reveal the intent of the industry to make 
mass-market floral more profitable through better management controls, improved staff training and 
more strategic partnering with floral suppliers. This reflects a maturity of the mass-market floral industry 
that takes a focus beyond just floral sales, with a multifaceted approach that ensures the bottom-line 
results of the floral program. 

Increasing profitability will be the top-emphasized operational goal over the next year, followed by an 
emphasis toward increasing staff training (likely for efficiency and boosting sales) and reducing floral 
shrink (likely to improve profitability). Rounding out the top five were two supplier issues: using local 
suppliers (63%) and partnering with suppliers (50%). Reducing labor hours was the least-emphasized 
operational metric overall, being emphasized by less than 10% of floral buyers (Figure 5).

What is behind some of the areas that will be emphasized over the next year?

Training 
The desire to increase staff training and reduce floral shrink are directly related. As 
companies move to a more full-service operation, obtaining the appropriate store talent 
will become increasingly important. Trained talent that understands floral products will also 
help reduce shrink.

Local Suppliers 
Local sourcing is a growing trend in retail, but it requires a bit of a balance. International 
sourcing is often needed to provide volume, and local sourcing may add a point of 
differentiation while meeting customers’ concerns for transparency, environmental issues 
and ethical sourcing. The Institute of Grocery Distribution reports that consumers buy local 
because they perceive it as fresher, and they want to support local producers and farmers. 

Category Management 
Cooperation between retailers and suppliers through category management creates 
improved business results. Data integration, collection, analysis and sharing become critical 
in achieving business goals and increasing profitability. 
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Figure 5: Operational Emphasis Intended Over the Next Year

Overall, there were some commonalities in operational emphasis across the four types of business 
(Table 16).

Table 16: Operational Emphasis by Type of Business

Not depicted in a table but revealed in the research, those operations offering primarily self-service 
reported relatively higher emphasis for reducing floral shrink and using supplier merchandising 
programs. Mixed-mode service operations registered relatively higher emphasis for increasing staff 
training, partnering with suppliers, category management, and increasing labor hours and display area. 
The full-service operations showed emphasis that mimicked many of the operational priorities of mixed-

Increasing Profitability

Increasing Staff Training

Reducing Floral Shrink

Using Local Suppliers

Partnering With Suppliers

Category Management

Using Scan Data

Buying at Lower Prices

Using Supplier Merchandising Programs

Grower-Direct Buying

Increasing Labor Hours

Increasing Display Area

Fewer Floral Suppliers

Buying Wet Packs

Floral Bar Coding

Product Received by Store-Door Delivery

Reducing Display Area

More Floral Suppliers

Reducing Labor Hours
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97%

43%

22%
19%

66%

31%

19%

63%

28%

50%
57%

28%
25%

75%

34%

16%
13%
13%

9%

Chain  Independent Grocery/Service Other Mass 
Supermarkets Supermarkets Wholesale Marketers 

Increased staff training Increased staff training Reduced shrink Reduced shrink 

Category management Reduced shrink Using scan data Buying wet packs 

Increased labor hours Partnering with suppliers Use supplier merchandising  –
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mode operations. However, there is a segment of full-service operations that reported an emphasis on 
reducing display area and reducing labor hours

Overall, smaller-sized operations were somewhat more focused on store management issues and 
floral buying, whereas the largest-sized operations were more focused on supplier relationships and 
rightsizing display area and labor commitments (Table 17).

Table 17: Operational Emphasis by Number of Stores 

8. Sourcing

About 13% of respondents reported no central distribution of floral products, while nearly 20% reported 
that 100% of floral products went through central distribution. For 2015, about 70% of floral product 
on average was centrally distributed, compared to 48% in 2003. Nearly all floral product went through 
central distribution for chain supermarkets, grocery/service wholesalers and other mass marketers. For 
independent supermarkets however, only a small percentage of floral was centrally distributed. Self-
service floral operations utilized central distribution to a greater degree than other service modes. 
The degree of central distribution increased directly with the increasing size of the floral operation. 
Independent supermarkets were most involved with store-level buying of floral product, with nearly 
two-thirds of buying conducted by store-level personnel. For the largest-sized operations, only about 
one-quarter of floral buying was conducted by store-level personnel.

Global sourcing of floral is characterized by a high degree of concentration by product and sources. 
Developed countries in Europe, America and Asia account for more than 90% of demand. International 
trade is organized along the regional lines. Asia-Pacific countries are the main suppliers to Japan and 
Hong Kong. African, Middle Eastern and other European countries are the principal suppliers to Europe's 
main markets; Colombia and Ecuador dominate the market in the USA, according to the International 
Trade Centre.

50 or less 51 to 299 300 or more 

Increased staff training Local suppliers Partnering with suppliers 

Reduced shrink Increased labor hours Use supplier merchandising 

Category management Increased display area Fewer floral suppliers
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Bouquets and Premade Arrangements  
South American farm direct and Miami bouquet manufacturers are the two leading sources for 
bouquets and premade arrangements, followed distantly by U.S. growers/shippers. Compared with the 
2003 survey, both South American farm direct and Miami bouquet manufacturers have solidified their 
sourcing dominance with mass-market floral buyers. Since 2003, sourcing of bouquets and premade 
arrangements from U.S. growers/shippers has declined dramatically (Table 18).

Table 18: Sourcing for Bouquets and Premade Arrangements, 2015 and 2003*

Table 19: Top Sources for Bouquets and Premade Arrangements by Type of Business

Not depicted in the table but revealed in the research, self-service operations sourced almost exclusively 
from South American farm direct, with Miami bouquet manufacturers being a distant second. For 
mixed-mode service operations, sourcing was more broad-based, with Miami bouquet manufacturers 
in the lead position, followed by South American farm direct, U.S. growers/shippers, U.S. grocery/service 
wholesalers and U.S. wholesale florists. Miami bouquet manufacturers were the lead source for full-
service operations, followed by South American farm direct and U.S. growers/shippers. Interestingly, 
both ends of the industry service spectrum showed a narrow sourcing profile, with a greater percentage 
of total product value sourced from the top floral source.

 2015 2003 
South American Farm Direct 41% 28% 
Miami Bouquet Manufacturers 38% 29% 
U.S. Growers/Shippers 14% 23% 
U.S. Grocery/Service Wholesalers  3%  1% 
U.S. Wholesale Florists  2%  4% 
Mexican Farm Direct  1% N/A 
Holland Direct   1%  3% 
Other Sources 0.3% 12% 

All Sources 100.3% 100%

*Percent of total value sourced.

Chain  Independent Grocery/Service Other Mass 
Supermarkets Supermarkets Wholesale Marketers 

Miami Bouquet Manufacturers U.S. Wholesale Florists U.S. Wholesale Florists South American Farm Direct 

South American Farm Direct U.S. Growers/Shippers Miami Bouquet Manufacturers Miami Bouquet Manufacturers 

U.S. Growers/Shippers South American Farm Direct U.S. Growers/Shippers –
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The research revealed the smallest-sized operations—those with 50 or fewer stores—sourced nearly half 
of total value from South American farm direct. About 20% of value was sourced from U.S. wholesale 
florists, with about 15% from U.S. growers/shippers and about 10% from Miami bouquet manufacturers. 
The moderate-sized operations—those with 51 to 299 stores—showed similarly broad sourcing as the 
smaller-sized operations, but Miami bouquet manufacturers held the lead sourcing position at 43%. 
The largest-sized operations—those with over 300 stores—showed somewhat narrow sourcing, with 
nearly 45% of total value sourced from South American farm direct, followed closely by Miami bouquet 
manufacturers, and U.S. growers/shippers a distant third.

Fresh Cut Flowers and Greens  
Whereas the U.S. floral market historically relied heavily on domestic production, imports now make up 
an estimated 82% of the total cut-flower sales in the U.S. (Euromonitor International). In 2013, Colombia 
exported $1.34 billion worth of flowers, with the U.S. accounting for over 75% of the total at $1.09 billion. 
Colombia grows 20,000 acres of flowers for export by roughly 300 farms. Roses are the primary export 
flower, followed by carnations and chrysanthemums. Supermarket chains source a large amount of 
their flowers from Colombia (USDA FAS). There are around 150 companies that import and distribute 
Colombian flowers in the United States, mostly located in the Miami area. Ecuador is the second-largest 
supplier of cut flowers to the U.S. according to ITC data. While Ecuadorian imports experienced steady 
increases over the last few years, import duties depressed this growth.

Table 20: Top Import Partners for Cut Flowers 
More than one-half of total cut-flower and greens 
value was sourced from South American farm direct. 
Miami importers garnered second position with 
almost one-third of source share, and U.S. growers/
shippers registered a distant third at just over 10%. 
Compared with the 2003 survey, South American 
farm direct has now expanded its lead position for 
fresh cut-flower sourcing. Miami importers have 
largely maintained their second-place ranking, while 

U.S. growers/shippers have now lost almost half the cut-flower sourcing share they had accrued in 2003. 
U.S. wholesale florists also have lost significant cut-flower sourcing share since 2003. U.S. grocery/service 
wholesalers have maintained the same low cut-flower share they held in 2003, while the source share for 
Holland direct was cut in half for 2015 (Table 22).

Partners 2015 2003 
Colombia 41% 28% 
Ecuador 38% 29% 
Mexico 14% 23% 
Thailand  3%  1% 
Guatemala  2%  4% 
Others  1% N/A

Source: Euromonitor International
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Table 21: Sourcing for Fresh Cut Flowers and Greens, 2015 and 2003*

 
 
 

 

Table 22: Top Sources for Cut Flowers by Type of Business

Chain Supermarkets Independent Supermarkets Grocery/Service Wholesale Other Mass Marketers 

South American direct South American direct U.S. growers South American direct 

Miami importers U.S. growers Miami importers Miami importers

Not depicted on a table but revealed in the research, the smallest-sized operations sourced more than 
half of cut-flower purchasing (57%) from South American farm direct, but these smaller-sized operations 
generally showed a broader sourcing profile compared to larger-sized operations. About 17% of value 
was sourced from U.S. growers/shippers, about 15% from U.S. wholesale florists and about 7% from 
Miami importers. The moderate-sized operations showed more focused sourcing for fresh cut flowers 
compared to their bouquet sourcing, with 70% of cut-flower purchasing sourced from Miami importers, 
with U.S. growers/shippers a distant second at 10%.

The largest-sized operations also showed somewhat narrow sourcing, with over 50% of total value 
sourced from South American farm direct. Nearly 30% of cut-flower purchasing from these large-sized 
operations was sourced from Miami importers, and just over 10% was sourced from U.S. growers/
shippers. 

Fresh Potted Plants 
Since 2007, the U.S. imported more nursery products than cut flowers. There is no clear leading type 
of nursery product imported to the U.S. Unrooted live plant cuttings, orchids, fresh alstroemeria plants, 
dormant tulip bulbs and foliage are commonly imported (Euromonitor International).

 2015 2003 
South American Farm Direct 52%  37% 
Miami Imports 31% 27% 
U.S. Growers/Shippers 11% 20% 
U.S. Grocery/Service Wholesalers 2% 2% 
Holland Direct 1.4% 3% 
U.S. Wholesale Florists 1.3% 7% 
Mexican Farm Direct 1% NA 
Other 0.4% 4% 
All Sources 100.1% 100% 

*Percent of total value sourced.
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U.S. growers/shippers were the lead source for fresh potted plants, with more than 60% of total plant 
value sourced from these growers. Canada direct was ranked a strong second, with nearly one-third of 
total source share, and U.S. grocery/service wholesalers registered a distant third at 3% (Table 23).

Table 23: Sources for Fresh Potted Plants, 2015* 
Similar to cut-flower sourcing, the smaller-
sized operations generally have a broader 
sourcing profile for potted plants compared to 
larger-sized operations. U.S. growers/shippers 
obtained the largest share from these smaller-
sized operations (44%), followed by Canada 
direct (35%) and U.S. wholesale florists (20%). 
The moderate-sized operations revealed more 
narrow sourcing for potted plants, with U.S. 

growers/shippers in the lead position (53%) and Canada direct in a strong second-place ranking (45%). 
A similar narrow sourcing was also shown by the largest-sized operations, with U.S. growers/shippers 
garnering 65% source share, followed by Canada direct at 30%.

9. Profile of Buyer Priorities Toward Vendor Offerings and Services

Floral buyers rated the importance of vendor offerings/services on a 7-point importance scale, with 
1 being "not important," 4 being "moderately important" and 7 being "extremely important." The 
vendor offerings and services receiving the highest buyer priority overall are issues relating to product 
freshness and quality, on-time delivery, accuracy in bar-code labeling, vendor notification of changes/
problems, knowledgeable salespeople, satisfaction guarantee, provision of proper post-harvest care and 
willingness to customize the product or package. Of least priority to mass-market floral buyers overall 
is the vendors’ store-door delivery capability, offering of full e-commerce capability and the offering of 
organically grown flowers and plants.

Across the decade, some vendor offerings/services revealed increases in priority, including quality 
consistency, accuracy of bar-code labeling, product customization, partnerships, useful product 
information and category management program reviews. In addition, some vendor offerings/services 
revealed decreases in buyer priority across the decade. These included vendors' offering of quantity 
price breaks, broad selection of product, self-merchandising programs and store-door delivery capability 
(Figure 6).

 2015  
U.S. Growers/Shippers 62% 
Canada Direct 32% 
U.S. Grocery/Service Wholesalers  3% 
Other  1% 
U.S. Wholesale Florists  1% 
Mexican Farm Direct  0% 
All Sources 99% 

*Percent of total value sourced.
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Figure 6: Floral Buyer Priorities Toward Vendor Offerings and Services
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10. Consumer Demands

The supermarket quest for freshness and quality from suppliers in order to increase shelf life mirrors 
what buyers believe is important to consumers. Retail Feedback Group Generations Floral Shopping 
Study 2015 ranked the following four attributes as most important when shopping for flowers:

•  Quality/freshness

•  Price

•  Variety

•  Service/advice

It turns out that buyers have a good idea of what consumers want. Buyers segmented consumer 
demand into three main areas: product attributes, store presentation and the perception of value 
(Table 24).

Table 24: Open-Ended Responses to What Retailers Believe Consumers Demand from Floral 

Product attributes Presentation (2) Value (5) 

Freshness (17) Color (5) Price (5) 

Quality (16) Design (3) Service (6) 

Shelf life (3) Ease of shopping  

Scent

The number in parentheses indicates the number of respondents who gave that answer.
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11.  Trends Affecting the Supermarket Floral Industry 
in the Next 3–5 Years

Buyers identified digital growth, do-it-yourself (DIY) and millennials as the major consumer trends 
affecting the floral industry—and we agree. The Digital Age is fueling a culture that expresses itself 
through the explosion of the DIY trend. Consumers are becoming experts through their ability to 
discover and share floral preferences and décor ideas on their mobile devices. As more consumers look 
to DIY projects to express their personalities, demonstrate their expertise or save money, floral industry 
players can respond by targeting marketing campaigns to DIY enthusiasts. 

Millennials are not purchasing flowers just to dress up their homes; they want to celebrate their 
personalities and express their moods. This generation is a natural target for the floral industry, with their 
environmental consciousness, urban dwellings in the need of greenery, and desire for unique colors, 
patterns and designs. They are more educated about floral, color and design as well. 

Buyers also identified industry trends such as the declining number of florists and local sourcing as industry 
trends. The number of retail florists and wholesalers continues to decline in the U.S. In 2014, there were 12,000 
retail florists and fewer than 500 wholesalers, according to the Society of American Florists. Declining 
competition is creating greater and greater opportunity for supermarkets to grow their floral business. 

Local sourcing may add a point of differentiation while meeting customers’ concerns for transparency, 
environmental issues and ethical sourcing. The Institute of Grocery Distribution reports that consumers 
buy local because they perceive it as fresher and because they want to support local producers and 
farmers, which fits in well with what floral consumers are demanding (Table 25).
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Table 25: Open-Ended Responses to What the Trends Affecting Supermarket Floral Industry Will Be

Consumer Trends Store Trends Industry Trends  

Do-it-yourself. (5) Increased labor costs. (2) Closing of local florists. (5)

Social media. (3) In-store efficiency.  Locally grown. (4)

Online sales growth. (4) More service required in a one-stop Economy. (2) 
 shopping location.  

Millennials. (3) Increased foot traffic. California—weather (drought). 

Outdoor gardens. (2) Home décor product sold in the 
 floral department.  Increased competition.

Greater consumer knowledge 
of floral. (2) In-store convenience.  Less-qualified people will enter 
  the floral industry. 

Greater demand for delivery, Some stores will focus on increasing 
wedding and event work.  services and products, others will focus Product availability. 
 on lowering costs and labor.

Baby boomers. Need for more of a relationship business. 
 Customers will realize not all supermarkets Supplier consolidations. 
 are alike in regard to floral.  

Customers are less likely Customers will want more of Shrink control. 
to arrange flowers themselves.  an experience. 
  

Value is more than price.   

Demand for sustainable and 
unique products.  

People want to know the source of  
their flowers. Marketing a farm story 
will become more important.

The number in parentheses indicates the number of respondents who gave that answer.
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12. Top Threat to Floral Sales in the Next 3–5 Years

Respondents identified the lack of qualified store-level talent as a major threat to their business. The 
current need for talent is documented and powerful. Technology, globalization, demographic shifts and 
the increasing pace of change for business are contributing to a growing employee-skill gap issue for 
the floral industry. According to a Deloitte study, employers are having difficulty filling sales manager 
jobs, as well as sales representative positions. Employers who develop strategies for finding, hiring and 
retaining talent will enjoy a strong lead in beating their competition.

Containing costs is an ongoing concern in any business. Labor costs often represent supermarkets’ 
greatest expense. According to Food Marketing Institute’s 2015 Food Retailing Industry Speaks report on 
all food retailing expenses, store labor accounted for the largest portion, with payroll at 11.5% of sales 
and employee benefits at 3.6%. Energy costs also impact the industry in terms of reduced customer 
income and visits, as well as packaging and transportation costs. 

Respondents also identified an economic downturn and competition as serious industry threats. 
Floral is a discretionary income item that competes with other entertainment and decorating items, 
not just other floral products. Fresh and unique products are just the cost of entry in the competitive 
environment. Floral expenditures on cut flowers are highly correlated with disposable income. 
Consumer expenditure on bedding plants is very much linked to weather circumstances. In the U.S., 
growth in expenditure on floriculture products has come to a standstill (Rabobank) (Table 26).

Table 26: Open-Ended Responses to What Retailers Believe Will Threaten the Mass-Supermarket 
Floral Industry in the Next 3–5 Years Will Be

Consumer Trends Store Trends Industry Trends  

Lack of importance for fresh Having qualified help. (7) Economic downturn. (5) 
cut flowers. (2)  

Social media. Rising costs. (5) Competition from floral 
  and other industries. (5)

– Allocating store space. (2) Closing of farms. (3)

– Lack of e-commerce. (4) Competitive pricing. (2)

– Getting customers in the store. Direct farm advertising to end consumer.

– Less service in floral— 
 not a lot of specialty items. Colombian economic pressures.

– Reduced service to customers as we Weather. 
 reduce labor in an effort to control cost. 

The number in parentheses indicates the number of respondents who gave that answer.
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13. Changes in Floral Sourcing in the Next 3–5 Years

Consolidation is occurring at every step of the floral supply chain within the U.S. Larger flower producers 
are buying out small farms, while at the same time retailers are acquiring smaller retail players. Even 
wholesalers are following this consolidation trend. As well, the total number of U.S. producers has 
dropped considerably over the last few years. A consolidated market dominated by large players can 
make it more difficult for smaller players to compete. In addition, several large players are also seeking 
ways to further streamline their supply chain processes and maximize their profitability through vertical 
integration (Euromonitor International).

A survey by AT Kearney revealed that consumers like to buy local products because they believe it helps 
local economies and delivers a broader and better assortment of products. Most consumers considered 
local to be produced within a 100-mile radius of the store, while others considered products from the 
same state to be local. This is a challenge for floral, where production is focused in 14 U.S. states, as well 
as countries outside the U.S. borders. 

Wholesalers provide floral products to buyers who cannot purchase directly from suppliers because their 
purchase quantities are too low to meet minimum order requirements. Retail consolidation and grower 
consolidation, as well as vertical integration, have opened up opportunities for buyers to purchase farm 
direct to reduce cost and time in the supply chain (Table 27).
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Table 27: Open-Ended Responses to What Retailers Believe the Changes in Floral Sources Will Be in 
the Next 3–5 Years

Store trends Industry trends

More ready-to-go items. (2) Production – areas (4)

Stronger but fewer partnerships.   Mexico, Kenya and Ecuador will all grow. 

Review and reduce SKUs.    Economic pressures in South America may push sourcing to Africa 
or other growing areas.

More décor items.    If importing costs continue to rise and fuel costs continue to decline, 
more “Grown in USA” products.

   Global weather trends are changing seasonality of flowers.

  Production – trends (3)

  Retailer-specific growing and buying.

  Customized programs exclusive to my brand.

  Smaller cottage niche growers are on the uptick.  

    Consolidation (2)

  Consolidation at the grower/distributor level. (8)

  Potted plants will consolidate into fewer but stronger growers.

 Sourcing (12)

  Local sourcing. (4)

  More farm-direct purchasing. (4)

  Connecting customers to growers will be a big win.    

  Utilizing brokers to get the best value at the best price.

   Suppliers will require committed quantities in advance of holidays, 
promotions and weekly ads.

  Floral sourcing could be heavily impacted by online bidding process.

 The Internet (3)

  The Internet will continue to grow in use.

  Focus on e-commerce logistics and marketing.

  Social media can help in sourcing new growers, vendors and ideas.

 Transportation

  Shipping is always a concern.     

  Reduction of freight—air, sea and rail.  

  Airline closings will make it difficult to source items.

The number in parentheses indicates the number of respondents who gave that answer.
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14. Greatest Opportunities in Floral

The floral industry is faced with the problem of finding qualified people while at the same time 
controlling costs. These two goals can be diametrically opposed. Attracting and retaining qualified 
people requires a focus on relationships, recognition and professional development, as well as 
identifying what incentives and best practices attract and keep the top talent. 

According to aboutflowers.com, almost 40% of flowers are purchased for gift-giving occasions. Quality, 
freshness and design are always important, but even more so when a consumer is giving the product to 
someone as a gift. 

E-commerce purchases are on the rise, which can be an opportunity or a threat depending on 
where you are on the adoption curve. The accessibility of online gifts other than flowers will increase 
competition. Despite this challenge, e-commerce will open the door to generate enthusiasm for and 
sales of flower-related gifts and purchases. It will also give supermarkets valuable information about 
consumer interest and demand (Table 28).

Table 28: Open-Ended Responses to What Retailers Believe the Greatest Opportunities in Floral Will Be

Product (11)

Right price (3)

Unique designs (2)

Quality (2)

Right product

Bigger bunches

Organic

New, eye-appealing bouquets, 
flowering items and balloons

Staff (14)

Dedicated personnel (7)

Training in store (3)

Service

 Full service (2)

  Running the department 
with little or no labor

 Store-level execution

Store (10)

Types of Sales

 E-commerce (2)

 B-to-B sales

 Building wedding sales

Investing in Image/Impression

  Larger department and a focus on 
floral sales from top management

  To have the first impression 
be a fresh floral department

  Earning a “floral” image, not a 
“grocery store florist” reputation

 Merchandising

Types of Sales

 Partners that listen

 Partnering with our catering sales

The number in parentheses indicates the number of respondents who gave that answer.


